
Day-packs, fanny-packs, some-
thing to carry our consider-
able hunting gear in; every

bowhunter needs one. There are plen-
ty to choose from. Sadly, though, often
times the people who design these
“hunting” packs have spent very little
time outdoors, much less put their
creation through the unique rigors of
bowhunting. This is apparent in many
designs that simply aren’t functional
in real hunting situations, or create
too much noise to serve as practical
bowhunting gear. A bowhunting pack
should be reasonably quiet first and
foremost, but also comfortable
against the back after a hard day of
hiking rough mountains. It should be
designed to keep gear organized and
handy, and even protected from the
elements. It can be distressing to have
to dry the spare clothes wet during a
thunderstorm but it can be much
worse to find out a GPS unit, radio or
camera has ceased to work due to a
wetting.

While modern materials make
today’s packs more rugged, they can
only provide so much in way of
stealth, comfort with a load and
weather-proof qualities. It seems that
focusing on one element of this equa-
tion often comes at the cost of anoth-

er. A weather-resistant day-pack can
prove noisy when temperatures dip,
because waterproofing membranes
typically create game-spooking rus-
tles when cold. A super-quiet pack
may not provide guaranteed protec-
tion against persistently-wet weather.
Still others are simply not comfortable
during an all-day hike with anything
more than a light load. Then there’s
the aspect of reliability. Granted, the
day-pack I once blew the straps out of
was not designed to be loaded with a
boned-out deer for the 5-mile hike
back to camp, but these things crop
up during many hunts and I expect
my gear to stand up to occasional
abuse.

With these elements in mind
ArrowTrade set out to categorize the
wide array of day-packs available to
bowhunters today. From the simplest
fanny-packs for short hunts or a trip
to a tree-stand, to packs with enough
capacity to spike it in wilderness, to
packs that do it all, you’ll find them
here.

KISS Fanny Options
It seems no matter how big or

small my pack I manage to fill it with
gear. To avoid this I’ve learned to
choose a small fanny-pack when I

want to travel light and keep things
simple. While chasing bugling elk over
endless ridges, when I know I’ll be
back to the truck or ATV for lunch, I
really don’t need to be bogged down
by a heavy pack. Likewise while hunt-
ing from a tree-stand, keeping gear to
a minimum makes sense so you don’t
have a bulky backpack to take up plat-
form space or to cause an obvious
lump on the trunk. A simple fanny-
pack is sometimes the best choice.

Badlands: Badlands packs have a
reputation for reliability, because
they’re made by guys who hunt hard
and field test every product. These are
the perfect example of high-tech
meets functionality. They are packs
that are good enough to carry an
unconditional warranty; if it’s broken
the staff will fix it, no questions asked. 

The Nano fanny is new for 2007,
designed for the bowhunter who
wants to keep it simple but also
remain organized. It features four
storage pockets, including one each
on the hip straps for calls or other
small gear and 465 cubic inches (ci) of
storage. It also includes two water-
bottle pockets and the new Badlands
Air Track Suspension to promote cool-
ing air flow during hot days. 

The Nano fanny (below left ) is new for 2007 from Badlands. It
features four storage pockets, including one each on the hip
straps for calls or other small gear and 465 cubic inches (ci) of
storage. It also has two water-bottle pockets and a new Badlands
Air Track Suspension to promote cooling air flow during hot days.

Badlands’ Monster fanny (below right) has been improved with a
built-in hydration system, two additional fold-down “work sta-
tion” pockets and an extra 245 ci of capacity (for a total of 1,258).
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Badlands’ Monster fanny has
proven the company’s most popular
fanny, with many improvements
made for 2007. Some of these
improvements include built-in hydra-
tion system, two additional fold-down
“work station” pockets and an extra
245 ci of capacity (for a total of 1,258
ci). It has a roomy zippered main com-
partment with zippered piggyback
outer pockets at each hip that include
quick-snap-equipped flap-top call
pockets and two mesh, elastic-cuff
pouches between the rear piggyback
and hip pockets. Bottom compression
straps and rear accessory loops com-
plete the package. All Badlands packs
are offered in Realtree Hardwoods HD
and Max-1 HD, and are made from
weather-resistant, quiet and tough
synthetic-suede fabric.  

Blacks Creek Guide Gear: The
Blacks Creek folks calls themselves the
Hunting Pack Masters. They certainly
have one of the widest arrays of quali-
ty packs around, and their fanny-pack
selection is no exception. For exam-
ple, the Jim Horn Signature Packs All
American: It includes six main com-
partments, seven-pocket call organiz-
er, bow carrier, adjustable shoulder
straps, vertical compression straps
and 1,370 ci of storage; expanding to
1,450 when needed. 

The Royal Bull is Blacks Creek
Guide Gear’s most compact offering,
at 820 ci. It includes two one-pint
water bottles, two compartments, two
vertical and one horizontal compres-
sion straps. The Raghorn includes 900
ci of space constituting three com-
partments and holding a one-quart

military-style canteen in
its middle. It also
includes two vertical
and one horizontal
compression straps. 

All Blacks Creek fan-
nies include Conforma
Stretch adjustable
shoulder straps, breath-
able mesh back,
p a d d e d / a d j u s t a b l e
waist belt, YKK zippers
and weather-resistant
Bucksuede construction
reinforced at the bottom
with rugged Cordura.
Camo patterns include
Mossy Oak New Break-

Up, Realtree Hardwoods HD,
Advantage Timber and Predator
Camouflage Grey.

The Spot N Stalk is a high-quality
fanny at an affordable price. The 1,200
ci fanny includes a large main com-
partment, knife, camera, organizer
and water-bottle pockets and com-
pression straps top and bottom to
hold shed layers of clothes. The Spot N
Stalk includes standard Blacks Creek
features, but does not include shoul-
der straps.

BlackHawk: Once a military-
based company, BlackHawk broke
into the hunting scene in a big way for
2007 with packs that are tough, water-
resistant, comfortable and made of
silent, rustle-free fabrics. The
BlackOak Fanny Pack is made for the
hunter on the go. It includes 1,121 ci of
cargo space and the versatility to
instantly change with the seasons.
Featuring one large zippered com-
partment, multiple smaller pockets
and BlackHawk’s S.T.R.I.K.E. system
that accepts modular attachments for
component customization, it makes
organizing gear easy. A SpaceNet
molded back panel improves ventila-
tion, while internal organizer com-
partments keep gear sorted. It’s
offered in Mossy Oak Break-Up and
Advantage Max-1 HD.   

Mad Dog Gear: Keeping it simple
is certainly at the core of Mad Dog’s
bowhunting-friendly fanny-packs. All

PHOTO LEFT: The Jim Horn Signature Packs All American comes from Blacks Creek Guide
Gear. It includes six main compartments, seven-pocket call organizer, bow carrier,
adjustable shoulder straps, vertical compression straps and 1,370 ci of storage, expanding
to 1,450 as needed.The Spot N Stalk below right is a high-quality fanny at an affordable
price. The 1,200 ci fanny includes a large main compartment, knife, camera, organizer and
water-bottle pockets and compression straps top and bottom to hold shed layers of clothes.
The Spot N Stalk includes standard Blacks Creek features, but does not include shoulder
straps. Older price lists may show this as the Spot N Stock: Blacks Creek meant that as a
play on words (since you could stock it with gear) but so many people questioned the
spelling they decided to change it.)

The new BlackOak Fanny Pack from BlackHawk includes
1,121 ci of cargo space and the versatility to change with
the seasons using the S.T.R.I.K.E. system that accepts mod-
ular components. It’s offered in Mossy Oak Break-Up and
the Advantage Max-1 HD shown below.
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are constructed of Silent Technical
Xterior fabric backed by weather-
proof Polymeric Alloy 2000 mem-
brane. (However, seams are not taped
so they are not 100 percent water-
proof). The packs include adjustable
waist belts with quick release buckles,
padded and vented mesh backs and
side panels. The new, no-frills Trigger
Fanny Pack is a compact 220 ci, with
single zippered cargo pocket and grab
handle/hanging loop. The 7-Pocket
Fanny Pack includes 265 ci of pocket
space, divided between an 8.5x5.5x2-
inch main pocket with top zipper and
open-mesh pockets on the exterior,
two 5.75x4x1.75-inch hip pockets with
3.5x4x1-inch piggyback pockets each
with zippers, plus a 3x3x3/4-inch zip-
per-entry, elastic-edged pocket for a
water bottle or other small item.

Bigger fanny-packs are found in
the 385 ci Savage and 670 ci
Commando (with shoulder straps).
The 11x7x5-inch Savage includes
three stacked cargo pockets and
adjustable side compression straps.
The 12x9x6-inch Commando
includes a shoulder yoke with
adjustable straps for carrying heavier

loads, three stacked zip-
pered cargo pockets,
three exterior mesh
pockets and one accesso-
ry pocket. All are offered
in Mossy Oak Break-Up
and new Realtree AP (All
Purpose) HD.

Primos Hunting
Calls: Primos’ Hunter’s
Fanny Pack is a compact
219 ci, keeping you light
and trouble free. It is con-
toured to support your
lower back and has a
padded waist belt con-
structed of two-inch
webbing including four
D-rings to lash additional
gear to. It includes a large
main compartment, with
seven outside pockets
offering plenty of organi-
zation space for such a
small fanny. It is con-
structed of 600-denier polyester with
a weather-resistant coating, making it
durable yet quiet.

The 1,200 ci Team Primos Harness
Pack is made from the
same bowhunting-
quiet fabric but
includes removable
padded shoulder
straps for extra sup-
port when needed. The

pack sports eight pockets, including
water-bottle holders, cell-phone
pouch and GPS, rangefinder or two-
way radio holder. It includes external
lash straps for carrying shed layers of
clothing. Primos packs come covered
in Mossy Oak Break-Up.

Rancho Safari: Rancho Safari
owner Jerry Gentellalli is a hard-core
bowhunter who thoroughly field tests
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Rancho Safari’s Cat Fanny 5 ¾ proved perfect for a day-
long hike while after turkey. The author’s girlfriend, Gwyn
Zetah, used it to carry her lunch and extra hunting gear,
as well as her hip-quiver of arrows.

This Lumbar Pack in the Mathews line from Blacks Creek was the top
seller for 2006!  Designed for comfort it has double-padded shoulder
straps, a Split Xtreme Comfort waistbelt, and fully adjustable suspen-
sion. The 1000 ci pack is sewn from a quiet three-layer tricot material 

with a rugged Cordura bottom. It  
features a large main compart-
ment with two internal pockets 
and eight exterior pockets The 
included Bow Boot at lower right 
zips on and  lets you strap your 
bow to the pack. You’ll need to 
specify right hand or left hand for 
the Bow Boot.



every product he makes to assure
comfort, reliability and bowhunting
functionality. Rancho Safari’s trade-
mark is ultra-stealthy packs includ-
ing design features that keep
bowhunting gear handy. For exam-
ple, synthetic “sheep-skin-” lined hip
pockets keep your laser rangefinder
instantly available, and allow it to slip
in and out silently and quickly.
Generous compression straps and D-
rings are added for lashing on extra
gear as needed. 

Rancho Safari’s simplest pack is
the Hip Waist Strap. It includes a
compact three-layered/compart-
mented hip pocket to hold your
rangefinder and needed hunting
gear, water-bottle pouch on the
opposite hip and smaller zippered
hip pocket perfect for game calls.
These are mounted on a wide,
padded nylon belt with quick-release
buckle and D-rings for optional
shoulder straps. 

The larger Cat Fanny 5 ¾ is the
pack I wear when traveling light, like
elk hunting close to transportation.
They include a roomy, YKK-zippered
main compartment big enough for
lunch and raingear, with a piggyback
outer pocket to keep extra broad-
heads and nocks handy. A pile-lined
or three-layered zippered (customers’
choice) side pouch proves perfect for
easy rangefinder access, while the
opposite hip holds another pouch for
additional hunting gear that needs to
remain handy. An elastic-rimmed
water bottle pouch is located at each
side of the main compartment. These
packs include ample compression
straps and D-rings for lashing shed
layers of clothing and can be pur-
chased with or without padded, yoke-
style shoulder straps with chest strap.
All Rancho Safari packs are available
in ultra-quiet, heavy-pile fleece, micro
fleece and weather-resistant
Saddlecloth (which can become noisy
when frozen). Name a camo pattern
and Rancho Safari likely has you cov-
ered; including Jerry’s own JeriFlage, a
high-contrast, highly-effective pattern
with traditional flare. 

Vista/WRI: Vista/WRI has been
in the archery business since the
1930s. The family-owned business has

long provided innovative products
made for serious bowhunters, by seri-
ous bowhunters, and at an affordable
price. The San Juan is a perfect exam-
ple, a highly-comfortable, large-
capacity fanny with many bowhunt-
ing-friendly features. Foremost, it
includes silent water-resistant con-
struction for drizzly days in the field.
The padded waist belt includes acces-
sory web chain, the pack itself dual
compression straps, hydration-blad-
der compatibility, side-mesh water-
bottle pockets, bottom bed-roll/jacket

straps, quick-access, flip-down call
organizer and external spider-web
bungee system.               

The Hog Back also includes silent
water-resistant construction in a 475
ci fanny with two large pockets
stacked one atop the other. The
adjustable, padded shoulder straps
include a quick-release sternum strap.
The pack includes padded back sup-
port and an extra-wide, padded waist
belt that also easily accepts a hip
quiver, belt knife or Vista’s H2O bot-
tles. All Vista packs are now covered in

53Circle 139 on Response Card
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unique and effective CamoWest
Vanish (pine tree elements) and
Vanish Arid (pinon pine and sage ele-
ments) western camouflage patterns. 

Daypack Transformers
Packs that quickly transform

from a compact fanny – or smaller
daypack — to a full-sized daypack
give bowhunters options and versatil-
ity. It means you can use them for a
short morning hunt one day, on an
all-day wilderness foray another,
without the need to own two packs.
The instantly-available additional
space also comes in handy for things
like stashing shed clothing as temper-
atures climb or when boned meat
needs to be transported from the
field. 

Blacks Creek: One such example
comes from the pack experts at
Blacks Creek. The Kodiak starts as a
1,250 ci, shoulder-strap-equipped
fanny, but instantly expends to 2,000
ci via an internal extension pocket
that expands upwards. The pack also
qualifies as a hydration system
option (more below), including a 2-
liter water bladder. The Kodiak
Extreme offers the additional and
handy feature of a fold-out bow
pocket. This allows you to slip your
lower cam/limbs into the lower cra-
dle, strap the upper portion of the
bow to the top of the pack and carry
your compound hands-free when
the hunt is finished or when you
need hands to climb or fight brush. 

BlackHawk: The BlackGorge
Convertible Pack System from
BlackHawk works a little differently.
While hunting, the pack remains flat
against the back and is a streamlined
1,470 ci. When extra space is needed,
dual separating zippers allow the
pack to be quickly converted to an

amazing 3,515 ci; enough for a entire
boned-out deer or one elk quarter.
The expansion panels are hunter
orange for safety when packing out
game. The pack includes heavily-
padded shoulder straps, exterior
bungee-retention system, poly-frame
sheet with aluminum reinforcement,
extra-wide, padded waist belt, an
emergency whistle attached to the
front harness strap, two main com-
partments with organizers, multiple
compression and support straps for
difficult loads (such as elk antlers)
and drink system with bite valve and
in-line water filtration system. It
comes in Mossy Oak Break-Up or
Advantage Max-1 HD.

Crooked Horn Outfitters:
Crooked Horn’s Trailblazer II instant-
ly converts from a compact, shoul-
der-strap-equipped fanny to a stan-
dard daypack by flipping up the rain-
flap/pouch and snapping it into
place with the provided quick-dis-
connect buckles. Used as a fanny, the
zippered pouch serves as a place to
tuck truck keys or hunting licenses
into, but when snapped into the
upright position gives you added
cargo space. The newest feature is the
built-in Bow Pouch that cradles the
bottom of any compound bow, but
folds up and tucks underneath the
pack when not in use. A finger-lock
buckle system is used to secure the
upper portion of your bow when on
the move or when you need your

hands free. BuckSuede exterior
makes it weather-resistant and quiet,
with sternum strap for even weight
distribution and heavily-padded
waist belt for comfort. The flip-up
cargo flap fits most hydration sys-
tems as well, and bottom lashing
straps make a great place to store
shed clothing layers. In all, the pack
includes seven pockets to keep gear
organized, the main compartment
including drawstring closure for easy
access. Camo patterns include
Realtree Hardwoods and Hardwoods
Green, Advantage Max-1 HD and
Mossy Oak Break-Up. 

Rancho Safari: Rancho Safari’s
Piggy Back is actually an add-on
pouch for the company’s remark-
able Catquiver VI and VII (more
later). These snap-on bags are easi-
ly stored in an interior pocket or
lashed beneath a compression
strap when not in use. When extra
space is called for they snap onto
the pack instantly via snap hooks
and quick-disconnect buckles to
become a streamlined portion of
the entire pack system. They are
lined to prevent blood leakage and
have come in handy on many of my
hunts to stash shed clothing as
temperatures soared, or to pack out
boned meat after a successful hunt.
They can be purchased in any
material or camo pattern to match
all Rancho Safari packs.

The Blacks
Creek Kodiak
Extreme in its
expanded
state.

BlackHawk’s Black Gorge is shown before
(left) and after expanding to 3,515 ci.
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TrailFlex: TrailFlex packs don’t
expand on site to create a meat-haul-
ing rig or convert instantly to allow
you to pack an elk quarter – not on
the spot in any case – but they just
might prove to be one of the most

versatile pack systems in the industry.
The TrailFlex Modular Pack System
provides a torso-hugging foundation
that instantly, comfortably, and con-
veniently accommodates attach-
ments of a huge variety of hunting
gear via Advanced Modular

Technology (AMT). These attachment
nodes allow quick pack conversion,
accessory security and positioning at
eight different angles to the user’s lik-
ing. The entire system is fully
adjustable for a custom fit to assure
maximum comfort. The harness and

c o m p o n e n t s
are also
designed to be
quiet and high-
ly water-resis-
tant. 

Customers
begin with the
core TF Base
Harness, which
includes a
built-in hydra-
tion pouch.
Once they have
chosen the cor-
rect size Base
Harness core
c o m p o n e n t s
can then be
added; such as
a backpack or

25 PACKS TO CHOOSE FROM
We Got Your Back— Pack!

Blacks Creek Guide Gear   3515 Arthur Street, Caldwell, Idaho 83605

Tel: 208.455.1996     Toll-Free: 1.800.742.1405     Fax: 208.455.1249

e-mail: sandy@Blacks-Creek.com or jay@Blacks-Creek.com  |  www.Blacks-Creek.com
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Mathews bow retailers who choose to add the pack line that Blacks
Creek Guide Gear produces under license to the SoloCam company will
find both innovation and quality. The big SoloPack goes from airline
cargo hold to your back to the treestand, where it opens like a shelf. The
pack has 17 internal pockets and a water pocket. You can sell a wrap-
around with seven additional pockets (second from left) a Bowkini to
carry the bow vertically against the pack, or a Double Bull Bucket (at far
right) so even blinds can be carried behind the pack.

Additional options include a rifle scabbard and
Carry-All bag. Reach Blacks
Creek at (800) 742-1405.



waist pack. Customers then have a
choice of 20-plus attachable acces-
sories to customize pack options. To
simplify the process, TrailFlex even
offers specially-priced packages for
specific hunting scenarios. 

For instance, the Whitetail
Package starts with the basic TF Base
Harness with built-in hydration
pouch. Whitetail Ultimate, Adventure
or Explorer Packages are then chosen.
Add a 3,204 ci TF Modular Backpack
or 522 ci Waist Pack, or combination
of both, 2-Bottle Holder, Field
Organizer for calls and such,
GPS/Radio Holder, Grunt Tube
Holder, Rangefinder Pouch or Knife
Pouch. There are also three Big Game
Packages, starting with the same Base
Harness and working through the
same basic components, but adding a
Binocular Pouch. The Turkey Package
has many of the same accessories, but
also includes an added waterproof
Turkey Seat. You get the idea. By
adding only gear they deem necessary
customers can create a custom hunt-
ing pack suited to individual needs.

TrailFlex offers all their products
in Realtree Hardwoods HD,
Hardwoods Green HD and Advantage
Max-1 HD.       

Hydration-System Packs
Dehydration can ruin a good time

while bowhunting. Hydration systems
have become standard in many
bowhunting situations, especially
while hiking the dry West. The indus-
try took notice of this emerging trend
and has begun to offer daypacks with
built-in water bladder systems,
instead of a cumbersome add-on.

Badlands: Badlands’ Retractor
and Hyper Hydro serve as prime
examples of the new rage over keep-
ing hydrating water handy. The sim-
ple, 690 ci Retractor is new for 2007. It
includes a 100-ounce water bladder
and includes comfortable Air Track
Suspension and multiple pockets to
keep gear organized. The bigger
Hyper Hydro – also brand new for
2007 — gives customers 985 ci of stor-
age built around an incorporated
hydration system. It not only provides
a bigger payload, but extra pockets for
longer hunts or for use in situations
that require additional survival gear. It
includes Badlands’ cooling Hyper
Vent Suspension system and pre-
curved internal frame for all-day com-
fort under the roughest bowhunting
conditions.  

Blacks Creek: A good portion of
Blacks Creek’s day packs, and the
Grizzly and Kodiak (and Extreme
models) fanny-packs already dis-
cussed, include 2-liter water-bladder
options. These are ordered as an
option to BC Day Packs such the
Antelope, Sawtooth Bowman,
Ultimate Bowman and Big Buck. The
Antelope is a simple 1,540 ci day pack
with four horizontal compression
straps and exterior bungee
webbing. It includes a big
main compartment, and two
lower piggyback pockets, all
with zipper closures. The
Sawtooth Bowman is 1,750 ci,
with four compartments,
fold-down bow pocket and
two horizontal compression
straps with quick-release
buckles. The Ultimate
Bowman includes 1,800 ci of
interior space, with one large
main compartment, three
small compartments (two on
right side, one on rear) and a
(left) side spotting-scope

pocket, all with zipper closures. It
includes an angled, fold-out bow
pocket designed to carry a bow on an
ATV or horse and two horizontal com-
pression straps with quick-release
buckles. The Big Buck, at 1,915 ci, is
made for all-day hunts in extreme
weather. It includes the same basic
pockets as the Ultimate, including
spotting-scope pocket, but the rear
pocket is larger. All include zipper clo-
sures. Horizontal compression straps
are also included, but it does not
include a bow carrier.      

BlackHawk: BlackHawk got its
start in military packs providing
streamlined hydration system
designs. This year models with
hunters in mind have become part of
the company’s lineup. BlackHawk’s
100-ounce (3 liter) hydration systems
are some of the most advanced in the
hunting industry, including Microban
antimicrobial technology bladders,
360-degree bite-valve and patent-
pending quick-disconnect drink-tube
system. BlackHawk packs also include
bite-valve holsters to keep mouth-
pieces clean and out of the way while
hunting, and drink tubes are encased
in a neoprene sheath to keep them
camoed and quiet. Options include
BlackTrail, BlackCliff, BlackSummit
and BlackTimber Hunting Packs; and
the BlackGorge Expandable Pack
already discussed.

The 765 ci BlackTrail includes a
poly-frame sheet for stability, padded
shoulder straps with incorporated
non-slip HawkTex, rear bungee reten-
tion system, emergency whistle

The Badlands Hyper Hydro gives cus-
tomers 985 ci of storage built around an
incorporated hydration system. It includes
Badlands’ cooling Hyper Vent Suspension
system and pre-curved internal frame.

ScentBlocker
Fanny Pack
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attached to front harness strap and
internal key strap. The zippered main
compartment is backed by a flat zip-
pered pocket. The BlackOak Fanny
pack (already discussed) can also be
attached for added capacity. The
BlackCliff includes all of these features
in a larger 1,256 ci capacity, but with
the addition of a SpaceNet molded
back panel for increased air flow when
its hot, removable waist belt and
expandable center section; basically
an additional two-pocket pack
attached to the rear of the BlackTrail
pack. It also includes Blackhawk’s
S.T.R.I.K.E. system for modular
attachments via Speed Clips.

The BlackSummit is a further
expansion on the BlackCliff Hunting
Pack. With a 1,987 ci capacity and
extra pockets, expandable mid-sec-
tion and more than 100 external
S.T.R.I.K.E. webbing attachment
points. The SpaceNet molded back
panel remains for improved ventila-
tion and comfort, with a permanent-
ly-attached, reinforced, heavily-
padded waist belt to help shoulder the
load. Expanding further, the
BlackTimber includes 2,227 ci of
space and a BlackHawk Shov-It pock-
et designed to carry bulky items such
as dressed meat or antlers. It also
includes a 244-square-inch, pull-out
blaze orange panel for additional safe-
ty after the kill. 

Camo patterns available on these
models include Mossy Oak Break-Up,
Advantage Max-1 HD and ARPAT dig-
ital camo. Examples of S.T.R.I.K.E.
options that can be easily added to
these packs include Organizer Pouch,
Rangefinder Pouch, Turkey Organizer

Pouch and Nalgene Bottle
Carrier/Pouch.

Scent Control Packs
Bowhunters have become more

scent conscience than ever – some
would say obsessed. If it promises to
keep human odors from the sharp
noses of big game — especially white-
tail deer — it sells. The two largest
manufacturers of scent-control cloth-
ing know this all too well, and offer
daypacks lined with scent-contain-
ment activated charcoal to keep
offensive odors from bowhunting
equipment inside the bag where game
can not smell it. These can also keep
food odors from attracting as much
attention in grizzly country. 

Robinson Labs/ScentBlocker:
Aside from just about every conceiv-
able style of scent-control clothing
and accessory you can imagine,
ScentBlocker also offers two highly-
functional bowhunting packs lined
with activated charcoal. Both include
40 S.P.F. (Scent Protection Factor) and
DWR (Durable Water Repellency)
technology. ScentBlocker’s Fanny
Pack includes a large, rear-zipper
compartment and two side pockets,
water-repellent, soft, quiet micro-
brushed shell and sturdy, heavily-
padded adjustable waist belt and
shoulder straps. It easily converts
from a day-pack to fanny-pack, either
option providing 750 ci of capacity. 

The ScentBlocker Back Pack
includes a highly generous 2,100 ci of
space and a tough, durable, water-
repellent micro-denier shell that is
soft and quiet. The full-featured pack

he
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is filled with zippered pockets and
compartments. It includes a remov-
able ScentBlocker SPF 40 lined stor-
age bag for toting insulating duds to a
whitetail tree-stand. Adjustable,
padded shoulder straps, cushioned
back and padded waist belt provide
comfort. Both packs come covered in
Mossy Oak Break-Up or new Realtree
AP. 

Scent-Lok Technologies: Scent-
Lok invented activated-charcoal tech-
nology for hunting, a feature used to
make the company’s Fannypack and
Backpack scent-storage safe. The no-
frills Fannypack includes a wide waist
belt to offer great back support, while
dual zippered compartments keep
gear organized. The 963 ci capacity
fanny includes two side mesh-materi-
al water-bottle holders, while side
compression straps provide even
weight distribution. The 2,191 ci
Backpack allows whitetail hunters to
easily tote insulated Scent-Lok duds
to their tree-stands unimpeded, or an
elk hunter to carry all the gear he
needs for an all-day hunt. It includes
padded lumbar hip pads and shoul-
der straps for all-day comfort. The
pack includes one large main com-
partment, backed by another 3/4 its
size, backed again by a small flat zip-
pered pocket. The rear includes a
bungee daisy chain for lashing down
extra gear. It also includes two internal
support bars and side compression
straps to reduce bulk when not fully
loaded. 

Specialty Packs
Blacks Creek: Pop-up blinds have

become standard issue with today’s
bowhunters. The problem has always
been in toting them into the field,
especially when hunting on the go. I
know I often forgo my pop-up even
while bowhunting wary spring gob-
blers because it’s simply too cumber-
some to schlep around broken New
Mexico terrain. That was until now.
Blacks Creek teamed up with pop-up-
blind king Double Bull Archery to cre-
ate the Wild Thing pack. The Predator
Deception camouflaged pack match-
es Double Bull blinds and is specifi-
cally designed to carry a pop-blind
comfortably. The pack adjusts up and

down for blind length and customer
body length. The pack includes orga-
nizer panels for all your calls that
detach from the pack to hang inside
blinds for easy organization. One of
these organizer panels has a bow-car-
rying pocket to tote your bow on the
pack hands- free. The pack can also be
used as just a pack frame, or with one
or both of the carrying panels. It also
comes with a 2.5-liter H2O bladder.
The complete system easily allows
you to carry a blind, two chairs, a bow
and all of your gear.  

Rancho Safari: I’ve been
bowhunting with some variation of
Rancho Safari’s Catquiver for close to
25 years. Other back quivers, and
especially hip quivers, just don’t make
sense when the Catquiver not only
carries your arrows so safely and con-
veniently, but provides comfortable
storage space for all my hunting gear.
I can also get an arrow out of a
Catquiver and on the string faster and
with much less attention-grabbing
movement than with even a bow-
mounted quiver. Catquiver I, II, III,
III1/2, IV and V have been around for
years. These center-back quivers
include simple single- or triple-pocket
design (I and II) or larger capacity
daypacks (III through V) built around
St. Charles-style hood-and-cradle
arrow quivers that protect and dis-
guise fletchings, safely contain sharp
broadheads, and carry all the gear you
need. Dual aluminum tubing frames
adjust to any arrow length.

More recent Catquiver VI 2000
Series and newer VII are made more
comfortable and streamlined as
they’re built around Catquiver Mini
arrow quivers attached to more con-

ventional daypacks, without the bot-
tom-protruding broadhead cradle of
older-style Catquivers. 

The VI combines a feature-
packed fanny and Catquiver Mini into
a sleek bowhunting rig. It easily holds
eight arrows, with fletchings safe
inside a rigid, camo-fleece-covered
hood, broadheads in a bottom cradle,
the entire quiver length adjustable to
accommodate any arrow/broadhead
combination. The main pack com-
partment includes a roomy zippered
pouch and interior security pocket for
licenses and valuables, one or two
piggyback pockets (depending on
model) added for smaller items.
Water-bottle and rangefinder/gear
pouches are found at each hip on the
padded waist belt, in addition to stan-
dard bow hooks made of sure-grip-
ping rubber. The shoulder straps are
heavily padded and covered in fleece
for ultimate stealth and include ster-
num straps with quick-release buckle.
Ample D-rings and quick-release
buckles are located on the yoke sys-
tem for quick attachment of Rancho
Safari’s Piggy Back. An aluminum sup-
port stabilizer is included for lower
back support, with copious compres-
sion straps equipped with quick-
release buckles and D-rings for lash-
ing rain gear or shed clothing layers.      

The Catquiver VII is a back-
pack/quiver combination allowing
the bowhunter more payload. The
same bowhunting features abound,
but it comes equipped with a wider,
foam-lined waist belt and additional
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Scent-Lok’s fanny pack and backpack help block
odors on gear from being detected by game.
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pockets. Shoulder straps and back
area are also heavily padded for added
comfort, the back also including Cool-
Max netting for improved ventilation.
Many variations exist in materials and
pocket arrangements, so it’s best to
talk to owner Jerry Gentellalli to learn
about these particulars.  

The Best of The Rest
Some customers simply want a

day-pack to carry their basic gear,
without all the bells and whistles or
special features. These aren’t hard to
find, they can be picked up cheaply at
any area X-Mart. The trick in retail is
stocking day-packs that make it easy
for customers to skip cheaper Mart
offerings; choose something made
specifically with hunters in mind.
These include soft, stealth-fabric
shells, convenient features to make
carrying hunting gear easier and in
the camo patterns that are currently
in fashion.

Badlands: Badlands packs are
some of the best. If longevity and
ruggedness are priorities with your
customers, these packs fill the bill, so
tough they include unconditional

warranties against any damage. They
include quiet, weather-proof synthet-
ic-suede shells, indestructible seams
and connections, and tough YKK zip-
pers with oversized pulls that can be
gripped even when wet or with gloves
on. 

The 1,995 ci Super Day is one of
Badlands’ oldest models, continually
undergoing improvements and
refinement. Badlands added four
additional pockets and a multitude of
compartments, including one on
each side of the waist belt and a piggy-
back on the rear. The same high-den-
sity, flex-foam-padded back, shoulder
straps and waist belt remain. The
2,075 ci Hyper Vent was designed to
transfer heat away from the body,
while still maintaining the center of
gravity – features normally reserved
for larger internal-frame packs. It
includes a rear full-length/water-
proof-zippered spotting-scope pocket
and two large main zippered com-
partments.  

The Diablo is new for 2007, 30
percent lighter than any other pack in
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The Mossback Bounty Hunter Pack that
Blacks Creek designed with the aid of Utah
Guide and Outfitter Doyle Moss does double
duty. In the photo below and top right, you
see it assembled as a full-featured pack with
2.5 liter internal water bladder. Below right,
the pack has been unzipped from the pack
frame. A hunter could still have his gear in
the pack, while he uses the pack frame to
haul out meat and cape.



its size category. It includes an inter-
nal frame and Hypervent Suspension
to guarantee it will remain cool and
comfortable while hauling the heavi-
est loads. The Diablo has a multitude
of storage pockets that are designed to
be sleek and unobtrusive, two side
mesh water-bottle pouches and is
also compatible with a 100-ounce
water bladder. The Ultra Day offers
everything found in the Super Day,
but with the addition of the
Hypervent Suspension ventilation, as
well as perforated shoulder straps that
allow air to pass freely to provide ulti-
mate comfort when working up a
sweat. The thin, unobtrusive belt is
designed for climbing or riding an
ATV and there are enough storage
pockets to keep any hunter organized.
It also includes a center-access zip-
pered rear pocket with horizontal
compression straps equipped with
quick-release buckles. 

The Badlands 2200 and 2800
could be considered specialty packs,
designed for overnight stays or toting
that extra emergency gear required of

extreme hunting conditions and
where meat must be packed out of
rough areas. The 2200 includes a 2,345
ci payload, the 2800 2,865 ci. The for-
mer provides perfect weight distribu-
tion and center of gravity while carry-
ing heavy loads. Its T-6 aircraft alu-
minum internal frame and front entry
offer top-notch performance. For
2007 this pack received two additional
pockets and a new suspension design
to help it ride better under load. The
2800 provides more storage and addi-
tional load-carrying ability, more
organization capabilities, a built-in
rain cover and long twin rear pockets
perfect for spotting scope and tripod.

Blacks Creek: Jim Horn Signature
Packs provide many appealing fea-
tures. Their design shows details cre-
ated with hunters in mind, so these
are worlds away from a garden-vari-
ety school-kid book-pack disguised
in camouflage. All are H2O (water
bladder) compatible, include spot-
ting scope pocket, bow carrier con-
tained in a bottom zippered com-
partment, hunter-orange pack cover
for safety after a successful hunt,
adjustable, highly-padded shoulder
straps and waist belt, high-density
flex-foam back, heavy lumbar pad,
durable Cordura bottom panels,
expandable pockets for packing
meat. Most importantly, these packs
are quiet and waterproof. They also
come in highly-popular Mossy Oak
Break-Up and Advantage Max-1 HD
camo. 

The 2,000 ci Western includes four
side compression straps with quick-
release buckles, two vertical gear
straps with laced bungee cords criss-
crossing the back and top-loading
main compartment with zipper. The
2,200 ci Canadian includes an expan-
sion chamber, 13-part organizer sec-
tion and new high-tech H-frame, plus
added piggyback pockets, compres-
sion straps and bungee straps across
its top half. The 3,000 ci Alaskan
quickly expands to 4,000 ci, pushing
the daypack label into backpack
dimensions and making it possible to
pack out game in one trip. The entire
back is crisscrossed with jacket-carry-
ing bungee, daisy-chain accessory
loops and compression straps.

Crooked Horn Outfitters: The
Masterguide II is designed to be
highly practical, durable and water-
proof, with features that bowhunters
will appreciate. Bucksuede makes it
fairly quiet, but a laminated nylon
weather-proof pack cloth is also
added to keep gear dry. This can
make the pack slightly noisy when it
gets cold. Comfort is found via the
pack’s sternum strap, heavily-
padded waist belt and shoulder
straps. Lashing straps help secure
bulky items, with eight pockets in all,
from the large main compartment
with both rear zippered opening,
and top tripod/spotting-scope zip-
pered opening, to a small hidden
security pocket. Newer on this pack
is the lower built-in bow pouch and
upper quick-snap clip straps for car-
rying compound bows (or rifles)
hands free. 

Mad Dog Gear: All-new Gallatin
Series Packs feature contoured 3D
Ventilation Mesh on the padded back
panel, side panels, adjustable and
contoured padded shoulder straps,
plus tough, quiet and weather-resis-
tant Silent Technical Xterior fabric
backed by Polymeric Alloy 2000 mem-
brane (seams are not sealed). While
the Gallatin Expedition is a 4,500 ci,
full-sized backpack, 1,150 and 2,050 ci
Day Packs offer plenty of room for
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The Masterguide II from
Crooked Horn Outfitters



gear whether bowhunting in rough
and tumble terrain or toting bulky
insulated duds to a far-removed tree-
stand. 

The smaller pack also features
Tree Hugger System for hanging, with
gusseted shelf, key clip, external
shock-cord compression system, grab
handle/hanging loop and bottom lash
straps. Fourteen individual pockets
organize gear; including roomy main
cargo area, internal hydration pocket,
detachable organizer with zippered
security pocket and three stash pock-
ets, two zippered internal pockets and
one stash pocket, one external pocket
with two access zippers and two main
side panel pockets with two piggy-
backed accessory pockets. 

The larger Gallatin Day Pack
include two zippered cargo areas, zip-
pered piggyback pocket with shock-
cord compression system, two mesh
side pockets for water bottles, and
grab handle/hanging loop. Both are
available in Mossy Oak Break-Up and
new Realtree AP HD.     

Primos: The 2,123 ci Team Primos
Day Pack is constructed from 600-
denier polyester material with weath-
er-resistant coating and includes
molded foam back for comfort. The
non-slip shoulder straps and
adjustable waist belt assure it stays in
place but keeps weight on your hips
where it belongs. There are two cinch

straps included for shed clothing, and
it also has a heavy-duty top handle for
carrying or hanging in a tree. It has six
zippered pockets, two mesh side
pockets for water bottles, and an
inside sleeve designed to keep your
rattling horns quiet and separated
from the rest of your gear. A tan inner
liner helps you locate gear easier in
dark conditions.

The Hunter’s Day Pack includes
the same construction of other
Primos packs, and the same tan liner
of the Team Primos pack, but includes
only four zippered pockets. These
includes inner compartments perfect
for items such as flashlight, GPS unit
and cell phone. With 1,586 ci of capac-
ity it is also equipped with a heavy-
duty handle for carrying or hanging. 

Vista/WRI: The Monarch is
another option including a built-in
bow carrying system to keep hands
free in rough terrain or after the kill,
but also an incorporated meat shelf
for packing game. It includes the same
silent, water-resistant construction as
other Vista packs, ample storage with
multiple pockets, hydration-system
capabilities, “load-lifting,” articulated,
heavily-padded shoulder straps with
sternum strap, padded waist belt with
accessory chain, fully-breathable sus-
pension, bed-roll straps, side pack
compression straps, and top-lid pock-
et. Side mesh pockets on each side

hold water bottles. It is offered in
CamoWest Vanish and Vanish Arid.

Every bowhunting customer who
walks through your door needs some-
thing to organize and carry their hunt-
ing gear into the field. It does not mat-
ter if they are whitetail hunters engag-
ing in only weekend rituals on stand,
or globe-trotting bowhunters on their
way to the wilds of Alaska. They need
a pack of some kind. You can fill that
need, with products that are made for
real hunting, not something made
cheaply of noisy nylon and covered in
generic camouflage to be passed off as
a hunting pack. Place a pack on a
manikin, load it up with bowhunting
gear, show your customers what they
are missing in way of organization
possibilities, comfort and conve-
nience. Point out the padded shoul-
ders, demonstrate its special features
and what this means to their hunting
experiences. In the end, the customer
who understands what his extra
money is buying him is more likely to
skip the X-Mart cheapie and purchase
a quality pack from you. 

Badlands
(800) 269-1875
www.badlandspacks.com

Blacks Creek Guide Gear Inc.
(800) 742-1405
www.blacks-creek.com

BlackHawk Products Group
(800) 694-5263
www.blackhawk.com

Crooked Horn Outfitters, Inc.
(877) 722-5872
www.crookedhorn.com

Mad Dog Gear/Stearns Inc.
(800) 697-5801
www.stearnsinc.com

Primos Hunting Calls
(800) 523-2395
www.primos.com

Rancho Safari, Inc.
(800) 240-2094
www.ranchosafari.com

Robinson/Whitewater Outdoors/
ScentBlocker
(800) 397-1927
www.robinsonoutdoors.com

Scent-Lok Technologies
(800) 315-5799
www.scentlok.com

TrailFlex
(800) 765-8688
www.trailflex.com

Vista/WRI
(800) 525-1181
www.wribiz.net
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